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Introduction
On May 7, 2020, Lockton Talent & Culture Institute hosted an executive session on the
topics of leading through crisis and recovery and building resilience. After brief opening
remarks delivered via the main session, leading executive coaches facilitated small group
breakout sessions to dive deeper into the following questions:
• What is top of mind for executive leaders right now? What should be top of mind?
• What strategies should leaders be deploying to build resilience in their teams and
organizations now and for the future?
• What habits should leaders put in place now to maintain their own resilience?
• How can leaders continue to keep people engaged and feeling a sense of belonging?
What follows is a compilation of coach insights and resources shared in these sessions.
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Resilience: Leadership
mindsets
What is top of mind for executive leaders
right now? What should be top of mind?
Key themes
Leaders are focusing on how to navigate the transition back to the office,
encourage stress management techniques, manage team productivity
remotely, and maintain a healthy work-life balance for themselves and
their workers. Leaders should attend more to openly communicating fears,
uncertainties and obstacles associated with reentry. Thoughts should remain
proactive regarding creating new norms, recalibrating values and uniting
employees.
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Dana Borchert, Ph.D.
CMA Global, Inc.

“Many executives are talking about how they can manage their
own and their team’s productivity with family life, as well as the
expectations of a 24/7 work cycle. In addition, leaders are talking
about the reentry plan. These are good topics, but they should
also be thinking about creating psychologically safe cultures so
employees can openly discuss fears and obstacles.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Ron Ettinger
AIIR Consulting

“Top of mind for leaders are getting through the current crisis
and how we are going to reenter what will become the new
normal of the work and business environment. A topic that
should be top of mind is getting comfortable with the uncertainty
that will become prominent within the work environment for the
immediate future.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Dave Gloss
AIIR Consulting

“For most executive leaders, we find their people and their clients
are still very top of mind, and of course, expenses and revenue.
With so much uncertainty and ambiguity about what is coming,
leaders are focused on keeping their people safe and productive.
But that is causing stress of its own. Leaders can overindex
toward serving others at the expense of themselves. Right now,
top of mind should be their own capacity and ability to sustain
self-care habits, workable routines, diet, exercise, etc. This is a ‘put
your mask on first’ moment.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Bob Kinnison
AIIR Consulting

“What’s top of mind are the organizational issues around
returning to work, the new normal, and the impact on their
industries and P&L. All are critical issues, but to add a ‘should’
... most leaders are paying absolutely zero attention to their own
resilience, thus compromising their own mental capacity. I’m
encouraging all leaders that I coach to ‘put their mask on first
before assisting others’ so that they can be meeting the immense
challenge with their personal best.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Danessa Knaupp
AIIR Consulting

“Leaders are focused on what’s next, and while they are
appropriately doing so, I’d encourage them to allow time for their
teams and organizations to evolve. This is a marathon, not a
sprint. We don’t have scientific indicators the spread of the virus
is lessening yet. We need to stay focused on building trust and
leading with candor, compassion and courage.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Lynn Lucke
Center for Creative Leadership

“Top of mind for leaders is how to handle stress and navigate the
transition from working at home to going back to the office.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets
Vanessa Lujan
Center for Creative Leadership

“Topics on the top of leaders’ minds are:
1. How do we best take care of our people amidst constant change
and uncertainty?
2. What should we focus on first (changing priorities, crisis
response plans, recovery plans, contingency plans)?
3. How are our long-term strategies changing as a result of
what’s happened, and how do we successfully manage the tension
between short-term crisis recovery with long-term implications
and direction?
“Regarding how things should be – A lot has changed overnight
that requires companies to examine their ways of working and
redesign a new normal. This is an opportunity to reset, create
new cultural norms, realign the team with core values, and
connect with employees in a much different way. The imperative
for leaders is to inform, guide, unite and connect on a whole
new level.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Amy Martinez
Center for Creative Leadership

“For many, the initial shock brought on by the COVID-19
pandemic resulted in an early focus on crisis management, and
in some places, there’s still a highly warranted focus on issues
around PPE, ventilators and responder safety. What this has
meant for many leaders is trying to determine how to best execute
reductions in force, undetermined lengths of redeployment and
furloughs, and salary cuts. There is also the concern of customer
and patient satisfaction that comes along with reduced offerings,
hours, staff, etc. The long-term implications are not much more
attractive either, with many employers realizing that the cost of
regaining their talent down the road will come at a premium.
Additionally, those employees remaining are still reeling from
the anxiety that comes with not knowing just how bad it could
still get for their employers and, in turn, themselves. Many
leaders are now giving attention to how to help people cope and
stay resilient among uncertainty around their physical health
and financial well-being.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Liam Ryan
CMA Global, Inc.

“Leaders are focusing on how to bring employees back to work,
how norms are going to be different moving forward, and how
the business will have to pivot to remain viable in the short and
long term.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

Kathryn R. Wankel
Bluepoint Leadership

“Top of mind for leaders is how to lead in these complex times.”
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Resilience: Leadership mindsets

David Yudis
AIIR Consulting

“People remain top of mind. The pandemic has not changed
that. What has changed are the experiences we have endured
during these unfamiliar and uncertain times. What now
becomes top of mind is ‘Recovery’. When, how and what leaders
do to set their people up for recovery will be a differentiator in
future organizational success.”
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Resilience: Leadership
strategies
What strategies should leaders be deploying
to build resilience in their teams and
organizations now and for the future?
Key themes
It is important to be transparent within the organization to ensure trust and
resilience. Leaders should communicate with their teams often so employees
know their employer is listening and really cares about creating effective
solutions. Listening is key to gaining clarity on what the real problems are that
their people are facing. Leaders should model resilient behaviors they want
to see from employees and encourage them to continue learning new skills.
Leaders can maximize on existing team structures by learning where resilience
already exists in the organization. Build on commitment to team leadership
by celebrating and expanding on that resilience, as well as by reconnecting
people to the core values and mission of the organization.
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Dana Borchert, Ph.D.
CMA Global, Inc.

“Leadership should be fostering a culture of transparency,
communication and agility to build resilience. Leaders should be
touching base with their teams but on more than just work. They
should be asking how people are feeling, balancing and/or coping
with their new world. Leaders should really listen to responses
and avoid diving into problem-solving. People need to hear that
their leaders care and are there to support them.
“In addition, examples of what leaders can do are: establish
group sharing outlets, promote counseling services, create
one-on-one support systems, keep rituals and routines, prepare
your people leaders, create a well-being task force, and create
meaningful shared experiences such as virtual Pictionary and
fitness challenges.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Ron Ettinger
AIIR Consulting

“I believe that leaders should practice good, open communications
throughout the closures/restrictions that allow individuals to work
together to identify potential issues and work as a team to craft
potential responses and form plans together. This will help move
individuals from the mindset of feeling victimized to a mindset
of proactivity and empowerment. The very activity of engaging
employees in the process will promote individuals’ emotional
healing and build personal resilience.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Dave Gloss
AIIR Consulting

“Without knowing what is to come, it is important to continue to
foster trust and safety, which is the foundation for maintaining
open dialogue, team cohesion and alignment. Feeling safe to say
‘I don’t know’ and encouraging your team to share where they are
stuck and need support will allow you to identify challenges that
might otherwise go overlooked amongst the daily adjustments.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Bob Kinnison
AIIR Consulting

“First, leaders need to be an example of resilience themselves,
putting self-care, patience and compassion at the top of their
agendas.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Danessa Knaupp
AIIR Consulting

“Leaders should allow experimentation. Seek failure and be able
to pivot quickly. Build the trust in your team that they can try
new ways of thinking and doing.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Lynn Lucke
Center for Creative Leadership

“Leaders can build resilience in their teams and organizations by
taking care of themselves, being transparent, and open.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Vanessa Lujan
Center for Creative Leadership

“In order to build resiliency during times of uncertainty,
leaders need to communicate often and not wait for things to
become certain before providing updates. Communicating the
knowns along with the unknowns will help maintain trust
and credibility. Under ambiguous circumstances, employees
also welcome clear direction and a little more structure. Simple
practices such as encouraging restorative breaks like a walk,
exercise or reflection time can have a big impact on promoting
resiliency within the workplace. Leaders who model a culture that
constantly reframe challenging events and encourage examining
things from a different perspective have been shown to improve
adaptability in the long term for their organizations.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Liam Ryan
CMA Global, Inc.

“Resilience is both an emotional skill and a business competency.
To help others build emotional resilience, first model it for them.
Stay optimistic, address challenges head-on, keep up with your
physical health, and find humor — even if it is in the little
things. Encourage your team to seek out and provide emotional
support to others and bring the work back to the mission.
Resilient organizations are adaptable and strategic. As leaders
of your organization, you can build resilience by reassessing
your priorities and engaging in scenario planning to ensure the
organization is shifting its resources to the new environments. For
the future, focus on your organization’s capacity to learn, adapt
and think strategically.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Kathryn R. Wankel
Bluepoint Leadership

“Ask the right questions of your teams — listen more, talk less
and we can figure it out together. Use this time of silence, stillness
and reflection to get the insight needed both personally and as
an organization to consider the best way forward. Listen rather
than fear.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

Colleen Yamaguchi
Center for Creative Leadership

“Culture ultimately dictates the way that we get things done
at our companies. It is the greatest predictor of behaviors in the
workplace. Strategies that will work best for any organization
will need to be customized to reflect and support their culture.
CCL has developed an Organizational Resilience in Action
framework to build team and organizational resilience. Leaders
must look, lead and learn:
1. First really understand your organization’s culture (both the
espoused and the actual).
2. Pay attention, practice astute observation, and prepare to
face challenges with a clear and knowledgeable grasp of reality.
Whereas productivity and boom times can cover up dysfunction,
true culture shows up in crisis. Now is the time to take a clear-eyed
view of your culture.
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

3. Empower your team members to act in collaborative ways and
ways that promote the organization’s mission, vision and values
in order to adapt to the future needs.
4. Continuously review your progress; learn and refine their
approach as needed to keep momentum.
“From Andrew Zolli, leader of PopTech, a community of global
innovators, and co-author of the book Resilience: Why Things
Bounce Back, ‘Resilience is the capacity of a system, enterprise or
individual to maintain core purpose and integrity in the face of
dramatically changed circumstances.’ So, resilience is the North
Star that is integral to crisis leadership and a core competence
for leaders and everyone in the workforce, as well as for the
organization.
“Start with learning where resilience shows up in your team
and organizational culture, and highlight, celebrate and
expand that. Connect people to the core purpose and values of the
organization, team and themselves to strengthen commitment to
step up, embrace new realities and expectations, and strengthen
versatility, cross-training and relationships for deeper and wider
‘bench’ strength and succession planning at all essential levels.”
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Resilience: Leadership strategies

David Yudis
AIIR Consulting

“Provide clarity, consistency and connection.
This is a strategy for communication and the
formula is simple. The greatest pitfall for any
leader or organization is to ‘ghost’ their people. To
disappear when times get tough can undermine
the best performers. Teams want to know their
leaders are human, so please, just tell them so
and let them know what you know. Awareness
is a great strategy at any time. Reaffirm
your purpose and immediate and long-range
objectives. Reinforce individual and team roles
and responsibilities. Let people know how they are
doing, what can be improved and what they can
expect from you.”
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Resilience: Leadership
engagement
How can leaders continue to keep people
engaged and feeling a sense of belonging?
Key themes
As a leader, you should stay connected to your team and let them know that
you care about their well-being. Continuously check in with your employees
to find out what company resources they are using to stay engaged. Provide
various ways for your people to connect with each other for work-related tasks
and for fun. Also, keep them motivated by realigning them with short-term
group goals and by reminding them how their productivity has contributed to
the success of your team or organization.
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Dana Borchert, Ph.D.
CMA Global, Inc.

“Leaders should remember that each team member is likely
having a different reaction and experience to the pandemic and,
therefore, should be treated uniquely. Some team members may
feel the most engaged by participating in virtual happy hours or
daily challenges on the organization’s intranet, while others may
feel more engaged by being asked to contribute to a meaningful
committee or special project.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Ron Ettinger
AIIR Consulting

“Leaders need to be proactive and continually reach out to
employees on both managerial and personal levels. This is a time
when employees need to know that their leaders truly care about
them on a personal level.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Dave Gloss
AIIR Consulting

“Call it out. This is a ridiculous situation. Let people know
what you know, and let them know what you don’t. As a result,
they will trust you and trust that the company is going to have
their best interests at heart. Communicate and do regular pulse
surveys to identify blind spots. Maybe your ‘happy hours’ are
counterproductive.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Bob Kinnison
AIIR Consulting

“Leaders should maximize connections with people and be
transparent to keep people engaged.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Danessa Knaupp
AIIR Consulting

“Build trust through authentic, human connection. Show your
people you see them and understand their challenges.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Lynn Lucke
Center for Creative Leadership

“This is a collaborative event. Remember as a leader you don’t
have to be the only one making all the decisions; ask for the inputs
of others. Offer hope while continuing to be realistic.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Vanessa Lujan
Center for Creative Leadership

“Realign the team with core values and goals for the short term.
What do we want to be known for during this time, and how
can we get there? Celebrate small wins often along the way. Take
the time to find out what is most important to your teams, and
how can you tap into both personal and professional values to
help employees feel engaged and motivated? Chances are some
things have changed, requiring a reset with the teams you are
leading. Revisit norms and ground rules for working within this
new normal. How will we communicate differently? How will
decisions be made? What kind of support do we need? How have
roles changed or need to change?”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Amy Martinez
Center for Creative Leadership

“Lastly, establishing a psychologically safe
environment for your people is critical to ensure
they feel engaged and safe to provide you with
the type of direct feedback you need to lead at
your best. Having people be fearful to speak up
or share their thoughts and ideas is never good,
but it is especially dangerous during a crisis.
More than anything else, practicing exceptional
self-awareness and self-regulation will serve
you best when establishing a psychologically safe
place for your people. You must model the type of
environment you expect.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Liam Ryan
CMA Global, Inc.

“Focus on short-term goals that are relevant and specific. Most
people are most happy and satisfied when they feel they are
productive. Also, create opportunities for people to connect. Video
happy hours are (surprisingly) really fun! Have more regular
staff meetings and connect one-on-one.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

Kathryn R. Wankel
Bluepoint Leadership

“Leaders can help people feel a sense of belonging by emphasizing
clarity of common vision/goals (including integrity, character
and strong values) and fully tapping the gifts differing among
the team members for the best outcomes.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement
Colleen Yamaguchi
Center for Creative Leadership

“If we were to boil it down to its simplest, most critical
leadership behaviors in terms of keeping people engaged and
feeling a sense of belonging, it comes down to two routine
practices: communication and connection. While easy to say,
it is much harder to do and do well, as we all know, which
means that a leader must intentionally create practices for both
communicating and connecting.
“One good example of building intentional communication
practices during this time of leading through COVID-19 comes
out of Intermountain Health System, where leaders decided to
implement a reliable communication pathway that could be
practiced daily. They instituted daily tiered team huddles. They
start each day first with tier 1 huddles, which involve huddles
with the front-line managers and staff, and then it proceeds
from there all the way up the chain to tier 6, which involves a
huddle with the senior leadership team members. Along the
way, any critical information from the lower tiers is passed up
the chain, enabling those leaders who are often the most removed
from the front line to know what is going on. It also ensures that
42

Resilience: Leadership engagement
any obstacle or opportunity from lower levels that may need the help of upper management gets
the type of support and attention it needs.
“Whatever methods work best for your team or organization will have to be determined by
your respective leaders as context influences those choices greatly. That being said, you should
use the following criteria for selecting your communication approach and modality: Go with
something simple, reliable, concise and effective. Oftentimes, using bullets with hyperlinks to
more detailed information is one way to provide depth when needed but not flood people with
detail that may not be necessary for their particular job performance.
“Secondly, intentionally establishing a method for connecting with your people on a recurring
basis is important in helping increase potential engagement. In times of crisis, people especially
need to feel like you understand their challenges and are attending to their needs.
“Creating safety (physical and psychological) and inclusion/belonging is essential for
people to bring their whole best selves to work, take risks (like offering innovative ideas,
experimenting and identifying blind spots), collaborate, and more fully engage. Leaders
need to communicate openly to help people see their role and future in the organization. To
cultivate belonging, be present in interactions with your people, seek their individual input
and listen intently, and convey that the relationship is important to you and will continue.
For engagement, I like Richard Axelrod’s four principles of change (from his book Terms of
Engagement):
•

Widen the circle of involvement.

•

Connect people to each other.

•

Create communities for action.

•

Promote fairness.”
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Resilience: Leadership engagement

David Yudis
AIIR Consulting

“Check in! How long does it take to connect with
people? That depends on you, be it one-on-one,
small group or large meeting. However, you can
reach out and check in on your people to see how
they are doing. It shows you care, they matter and
creates connection in your relationships.”

44
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Resilience: Leadership
characteristics
What kind of leadership will be required to
successfully navigate the new normal?
Key themes
Leaders who display characteristics such as honesty, decisiveness,
collaboration and confidence will be well equipped to navigate the new
normal. Innovative leaders with a visionary mindset will be able to remain
flexible and adapt, so it is important to be open-minded. Important behaviors
for navigating the new normal are actively managing your own stress and
making detailed plans to prepare for scenarios that can be anticipated.
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Dana Borchert, Ph.D.
CMA Global, Inc.

“I believe the more successful leaders will be able to:
1. Manage their own stress, emotions and reactions.
2. Adapt their leadership approach to each employee’s needs.
3. Plan out and prepare multiple scenarios that can be leveraged
in the future while remaining agile.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Ron Ettinger
AIIR Consulting

“A leader who is clear, honest and guided by strong emotional
intelligence is required to navigate the new normal.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Dave Gloss
AIIR Consulting

“Leaders who understand the importance of fostering a strong
team culture and high team productivity will be able to
successfully navigate the new normal. Those that can foster trust
and safety, open dialogue, and learning and adapting will see
teams navigate uncertainty while maintaining a strong sense of
belonging, alignment and ability to execute.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Bob Kinnison
AIIR Consulting

“Leadership required to successfully navigate the new normal
will be flexible, creative, agile, transparent, human, connected.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Danessa Knaupp
AIIR Consulting

“Candid, compassionate and courageous leadership will allow
leaders, teams and organizations to bounce back faster and
higher than their peers.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Lynn Lucke
Center for Creative Leadership

“Having a strategic, positive, visionary mindset is a must. As
this is a unique, new time, our leaders have to be innovative and
flexible.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Vanessa Lujan
Center for Creative Leadership

“Leaders who are willing to challenge their own thinking and
assumptions will be successful in navigating this new normal.
Sense-making will require substantially more time and a need to
enlist a diverse group of stakeholders to provide alternative ways
of looking at problems from different perspectives and lenses.
Never has leading required more of a collective effort. Those who
focus on asking the right questions will have an advantage in
helping lead their organizations over the long term.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Liam Ryan
CMA Global, Inc.

“More than ever, we need leaders that can communicate with
candor and hopefulness. People want to know that their leaders
are being realistic about difficulties and that their leaders are
developing plans for the future to keep the business thriving.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

Kathryn R. Wankel
Bluepoint Leadership

“Leaders should display character, integrity, good values, trust,
courage, informed judgment, timely decision-making and
innovation through collaboration and technology.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics
Colleen Yamaguchi
Center for Creative Leadership

“Leading effectively in a volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous (VUCA) world requires not simply acquiring new
technical skills (like mastering Zoom calls or adopting hygiene
practices — horizontal development); it requires thinking in
new and sophisticated ways, including with respect to the kind of
questions we need to ask to navigate in what might be the most
VUCA situation we’ve ever lived in — vertical development.
“With VUCA at play, leaders need to cultivate adaptive
mindsets to go from solving problems with technical solutions
to managing polarities (competing values: e.g., relationship
and task orientation; advocacy and inquiry for inclusion; and
informal and formal communication, confidence and humility).
At CCL, our most transformative work is in helping leaders
develop vertically — to stretch and think in more sophisticated
and expansive ways, challenge assumptions, and ask different
questions. Growing vertically typically requires a heat experience
to challenge our established way of thinking. This unprecedented
pandemic is the ‘mother of all heat experiences’ most of us will
face. Strategies for moving forward often include words like
rethink, reimagine, redesign and revisit. To adapt well, we have
to do this from a more expansive mindset.”
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Resilience: Leadership characteristics

David Yudis
AIIR Consulting

“Traits such as strong presence, patience,
creativity, confidence and vulnerability will be
required to navigate the new normal.”
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Resilience: Leadership
advice
What other words of advice or closing
remarks would you offer to leaders during
this time?
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Ron Ettinger
AIIR Consulting

“Reflect, be patient and take care of yourselves so that you can be
available and ready to help your employees feel safe and heal.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Dave Gloss
AIIR Consulting

“Don’t forget to breathe.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Danessa Knaupp
AIIR Consulting

“Invest in your people and yourself now so you’ll be ready for
what’s next.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Lynn Lucke
Center for Creative Leadership

“You’ve got this! Leverage your strengths, be intentional, take one
step at a time.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Vanessa Lujan
Center for Creative Leadership

“Be real, not a hero — during crisis, it is a somewhat natural
response to overindex on problem-solving, needing to have all the
answers and wanting to ‘help.’ Sometimes it is better to not know
and not have solutions or answers. Simply be present and be
real.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Amy Martinez
Center for Creative Leadership

“Stay grounded in purpose; find your meaning and ensure others
find theirs. Remember that no one flourishes alone; lean on
others and forge new partnerships in addition to maintaining
and feeding your current relationships. Lastly, find your
humility and remember that the smartest person in the room is
the room itself. All voices combined yield the greatest chance at
arriving at the best answers.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Liam Ryan
CMA Global, Inc.

“The best leaders know when to help others and when to seek
help from others. Find your balance and remember that you are
human — give yourself a break.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Mitzi Short
Center for Creative Leadership

“It takes a village. Stay grounded in purpose, help others see their
value and role in fulfilling the organization’s mission/vision,
stay connected, overcommunicate, and to thrive, create a daily
practice of self-care.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Kathryn R. Wankel
Bluepoint Leadership

“As Franklin D. Roosevelt said in 1933, ‘This great nation will
endure as it has endured, will revive and will prosper.’ We all
want the same thing, so it will happen if we work together.”
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Resilience: Leadership advice

Colleen Yamaguchi
Center for Creative Leadership

“Clear-eyed optimism: Hope for the best and plan for the worst!
“Five C’s for crisis leadership:
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•

Clear in communication, including messaging channels and
getting facts straight

•

Candid with truth and transparency (including ‘I don’t
know’)

•

Compassionate with self and others, staying connected,
building tolerance for imperfection and mistakes

•

Courageous in diﬃcult decisions for the greater good

•

Centered with deep breaths, sourcing inner strength, presence
and intention”

Resilience: Leadership advice

David Yudis
AIIR Consulting

“There may never have been a time when leadership is more
needed than now. Seize the opportunity to learn, grow and
deliver. The world needs you.”
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Resources
LOCKTON TALENT & CULTURE INSTITUTE EXECUTIVE SESSION RECORDING
• Kelly Reed, Lockton (Session Facilitator), and Scott Bolman, Deloitte (Guest Presenter), on “Leading through
crisis and recovery: How to build a resilient organization”:
https://zoom.us/rec/share/5PZYN73R3D9OYdLw1VrcBaA8RNndT6a823IeqPoEzkzb-s_yjzWf_
sFgtgrFwOy5?startTime=1588865859000

VIDEO LINKS
• Jim Collins on the Stockdale Paradox: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvWWO7F9kQY
• 8 Habits of Resilient Leaders (Mayo Clinic): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33IbPmuiJLs
• 14 Ways Leaders Can Build Their Resilience and Transform Their Business (Forbes Coaches Council): https://
www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2020/03/30/14-ways-leaders-can-build-their-resilience-andtransform-their-business/#17825d09284b

ARTICLE LINKS
• Brene Brown on stepping up to lead in this time of crisis: https://www.siriusdecisions.com/blog/courage-tocare-brene-brown
• Deloitte resources: https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/covid-19/heart-of-resilient-leadershipresponding-to-covid-19.html
• An excerpt from Option B (by Sheryl Sandberg & Adam Grant) with a new foreword on resilience during
COVID-19: https://optionb.org/bookexcerpt
• Can We Make Our Organizations Resilient? And Make Society Resilient as a Result? by Josh Bersin: https://
joshbersin.com/2020/04/can-we-make-our-organizations-resilient-and-make-society-resilient-as-a-result/

SUGGESTED RESOURCES FROM THE CENTER FOR CREATIVE LEADERSHIP FOR RESILIENCE AND
LEADING THROUGH CHANGE AND CRISIS
CCL leadership resources (updates frequently) — includes short articles and free on-demand webinars:
• 3 Practices to Build Resilience: https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/leadership-resiliencyhandling-stress-uncertainty-and-setbacks/
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• 5 Ways to Lead and Adapt Through a Crisis: https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/how-tolead-through-a-crisis/
• The #1 Reason You Are Stressed and How to Change It: https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectivelyarticles/banish-stress-stop-ruminating/
• Best Practices for Managing Virtual Teams: https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/bestpractices-for-managing-virtual-teams-and-meetings/
• Free on-demand webinar: Leading Remote Teams When Stakes Are High: https://www.ccl.org/webinars/
leading-remote-teams-when-stakes-are-high/
• Free on-demand webinar: Leadership Agility in Times of Change and Crisis: https://www.ccl.org/webinars/
leadership-agility-in-times-of-change/

BOOK LINKS
• Getting Naked at Work: A Leader’s Guide to Fearless Authenticity, by Danessa Knaupp: https://www.amazon.
com/Naked-Work-Leaders-Fearless-Authenticity-ebook/dp/B084VV9GSJ
• Terms of Engagement, by Richard Axelrod, with his key principles of (1) widening the circle of involvement,
(2) connecting people to each other, (3) creating communities for action and (4) promoting fairness:
https://www.amazon.com/Terms-Engagement-Changing-Change-Organizations/dp/1605094471
• The Way We’re Working Isn’t Working: The Four Forgotten Needs That Energize Great Performance, by
Tony Schwartz, Jean Gomes and Catherine McCarthy: https://www.amazon.com/Way-Were-Working-IsntPerformance/dp/1439127662/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1588886008&sr=8-1
• Resilience: Why Things Bounce Back, by Andrew Zolli: http://resiliencethebook.com/
• Dare to Lead, by Brene Brown: https://www.amazon.com/Dare-Lead-Brave-Conversations-Hearts/
dp/0399592520/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1589305266&sr=1-2
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Lockton Talent & Culture Institute
Lockton Talent & Culture helps organizations worldwide improve their talent, culture and business outcomes
with data-driven insights, solutions and optimization services. The mission of Institute, an initiative of Lockton
Talent & Culture, is to advance workplace practices at the community level by fostering mutual learning and
growth among HR and business leaders.

Contact
talentandculture@lockton.com
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Kelly Reed, Ph.D.
Managing Director
Lockton Talent & Culture

Jessie Jacob
Partnerships
Lockton Talent & Culture
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